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Eventually, you will completely discover a extra experience and talent by spending more cash. yet when? do you acknowledge that you require to acquire those
every needs taking into consideration having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead
you to understand even more more or less the globe, experience, some places, when history, amusement, and a lot more?

It is your entirely own grow old to operate reviewing habit. in the middle of guides you could enjoy now is The Golem Of Hollywood Detective Jacob Lev 1
Jonathan Kellerman below.

The Burning Penguin
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER With her energies focused
on a baffling, vicious gang slaying and her personal life in
shambles, Hollywood homicide detective Petra Connor has a
full plate. The last thing she needs is a whiz-kid grad student
claiming to have stumbled upon a bizarre connection between
several unsolved murders. “An elaborate, tangled web . . .
With unsuspected turns at every chapter break . . . this
addictive tale . . . is as intricately detailed as it is tantalizingly
page-turning.”—Entertainment Weekly The victims had nothing
in common, yet each died by the same method, on the same
date—a date that’s rapidly approaching again. And that leaves
Petra with little time to unravel the twisted logic of a cunning
predator who’s evaded detection for years—and whose terrible
hour is once more at hand.
Savage Spawn Random House
Moses Reed and Aaron Fox have the same mother; their respective
fathers were cops, friends, and partners. And despite their shared
calling, their turbulent family history has set them at odds. Moses is a
no-frills LAPD detective; Aaron is a smooth-talking private eye.
Usually they go their separate ways, but the disappearance of straight-
A student Caitlin Frostig isn’t usual. Reluctantly tag-teaming to
crack a cold case that won’t die, Moses and Aaron descend into the
sinister underside of the City of Angels. Surrounded by twisted
millionaire moguls, tarnished trophy wives, and famous faces with
hellish secrets, they pull no punches as they penetrate the strange,

seductive world of glamour, wealth, and power to keep L.A.’s dark
dreamland from claiming another lost soul.
Motive Ballantine Books
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER By the time psychologist
Dr. Alex Delaware reached the school the damage
was done: A sniper had opened fire on a crowded
playground, but was gunned down before any
children were hurt. “Virtually impossible to put
aside until the final horrifying showdown.”—People
While the TV news crews feasted on the scene and
Alex began his therapy sessions with the
traumatized children, he couldn’t escape the image
of a slight teenager clutching an oversized rifle.
What was the identity behind the name and face: a
would-be assassin, or just another victim beneath
an indifferent California sky? Intrigued by a
request from the sniper’s father to conduct a
“psychological autopsy” of his child, Alex begins
to uncover a strange pattern—it is a trail of
blood. In the dead sniper’s past was a dark and
vicious plot. And in Alex Delaware’s future is the
stuff of grown-up nightmares: the face of real
human evil.

Victims Harper
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ‧ Jonathan Kellerman
returns with this stunning thriller—a mesmerizing L.A. noir portrayal
of the darkest impulses of human nature carried to shocking
extremes. The City of Angels has more than its share of psychopaths,
and no one recognizes that more acutely than the brilliant
psychologist and police consultant Dr. Alex Delaware. Despite that,
Constance Sykes, a sophisticated, successful physician, hardly seems
like someone Alex needs to fear. Then, at the behest of the court, he
becomes embroiled in a bizarre child custody dispute initiated by
Connie against her sister and begins to realize that there is much
about the siblings he has failed to comprehend. And when the court
battle between the Sykes sisters erupts into cold, calculating murder

and a rapidly growing number of victims, Alex knows he’s been
snared in a toxic web of pathology. Nothing would please Alex more
than to be free of the ugly spectacle known as Sykes v. Sykes. But then
the little girl at the center of the vicious dispute disappears and Alex
knows he must work with longtime friend Detective Milo Sturgis,
braving an obstacle course of Hollywood washouts, gangbangers, and
self-serving jurists in order to save an innocent life. Killer is
Kellerman—and Delaware—at their finest. Praise for Killer “Killer
is well plotted and paced. . . . One of [Kellerman’s]
best.”—Bookreporter “As usual, the rapport between Alex and
Milo is a show-stealer, and longtime fans . . . will love the well-
executed flashbacks to Alex’s professional past.”—Booklist
“Kellerman kicks this one up to a whole new level.”—RT Book
Reviews Praise for Jonathan Kellerman “Jonathan Kellerman has
justly earned his reputation as a master of the psychological
thriller.”—People “Kellerman really knows how to keep those
pages turning.”—The New York Times Book Review
Filming the Middle Ages Ballantine Books
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER At a party for a controversial Los
Angeles sex therapist, Alex Delaware encounters a face from his own
past—Sharon Ransom, an exquisite, alluring lover who left him abruptly
more than a decade earlier. Sharon now hints that she desperately needs
help, but Alex evades her. The next day she is dead, an apparent suicide.
“A complex and haunting story of tangled personalities, deeply buried
family secrets, and of violence lying thinly under the surface . . . hits the
reader right between the eyes.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review
Driven by guilt and sadness, Alex plunges into the maze of Sharon’s
life—a journey that will take him through the pleasure palaces of
California’s ultrarich, into the alleyways of the mind, where childhood
terrors still hold sway.
The Web Ballantine Books
In Jonathan Kellerman’s gripping novels, the city of Los Angeles is as
much a living, breathing character as the heroes and villains who roam
its labyrinthine streets. Sunny on the surface but shadowy beneath, this
world of privilege and pleasure has a dark core and a dangerous edge. In
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True Detectives, Kellerman skillfully brings his renowned gifts for
breathless suspense and sharp psychological insight to a tale that
resonates on every level and satisfies at every turn. Bound by blood but
divided by troubles as old as Cain and Abel, Moses Reed and Aaron Fox
were first introduced in Kellerman’s bestselling Bones. They are sons of
the same strong-willed mother, and their respective fathers were cops,
partners, and friends. Their turbulent family history has set them at odds,
despite their shared calling. Moses—part Boy Scout, part bulldog, man
of few words—is a no-frills LAPD detective. Aaron, sharp dresser and
smooth operator, is an ex-cop turned high-end private eye. Usually they
go their separate ways. But the disappearance of Caitlin Frostig isn’t
usual. For Moses, it’s an ice-cold mystery he just can’t outrun, even
with the help of psychologist Alex Delaware and detective Milo Sturgis.
For Aaron, it’s a billable-hours bonanza from his most lucrative client.
Like it or not, Moses and Aaron are in this one together–and the rivalry
that rules them won’t let either man quit till the case is cracked. A
straight-arrow, straight-A student from Malibu, Caitlin has only two
men in her life: her sullen single father and her wholesome college
sweetheart, who even the battling brothers agree seems too downright
upright to be true. Reluctantly tag-teaming in a desperate search for fresh
leads, Moses and Aaron zero in on Caitlin’s white knight as their
primary “person of interest,” hoping that, like most people in L.A., he
has a secret side. But they uncover more than just a secret as they
descend into the sinister, seamy side of the City of Angels after dark,
populated by a Hollywood Babylon cast of the glamorous and the
damned: a millionaire movie director turned hatemongering eccentric; a
desperate Beverly Hills housewife looking for an exit from the fast lane; a
heartthrob actor being eaten alive by personal demons; a hooker who’s
probably seen it all . . . and might just know too much. And at the center,
a dead young woman whose downward spiral and brutal end loom over
Moses and Aaron like an omen of what may come to be if the dark end
of the street claims another lost soul.
Murder 101 Ballantine Books
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER � Psychologist Alex Delaware and
detective Milo Sturgis unravel a shocking crime at a raucous wedding
reception in this gripping psychological thriller from the bestselling
master of suspense. “Jonathan Kellerman’s psychology skills and
dark imagination are a potent literary mix.”—Los Angeles Times
LAPD Lieutenant Milo Sturgis is a fine homicide detective, but when he
needs to get into the mind of a killer, he leans on the expertise of his best
friend, the brilliant psychologist Dr. Alex Delaware. While Sturgis has a
knack for piecing together the details of a crime, Delaware can decipher
the darkest intents driving the most vicious of perpetrators. And
there’s no better place for the doctor’s analytical skills to shine than a
rowdy hall full of young men and women intoxicated on life and lust . . .

and suddenly faced with the specter of death. Summoned to a run-down
former strip joint, Delaware and Sturgis find themselves crashing a wild
Saints and Sinners–themed wedding reception. But they’re not the
only uninvited guests. A horrified bridesmaid has discovered the body of
a young woman, dressed to impress in pricey haute couture and
accessorized with a grisly red slash around her neck. What’s missing is
any means of identification, or a single partygoer who recognizes the
victim. The baffled bride is convinced the stranger snuck in to sabotage
her big day—and the groom is sure it’s all a dreadful mistake. But
Delaware and Sturgis have a hundred guests to question, and a sneaking
suspicion that the motive for murder is personal. Now they must
separate the sinners from the saints, the true from the false, and the
secrets from those keeping them. The party’s over—and the hunt for
whoever killed it is on. “As usual, [Delaware and Sturgis] form a
formidable team. Also as usual, the characters here are varied and
described with gritty clarity, and the puzzle facing the duo involves a
delightful mix of L.A. culture, this time from its dive bars to its much
more serious side.”—Booklist
The Murder Book Ballantine Books
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER It came in a plain brown wrapper,
no return address—an audiocassette recording of a horrifying, soul-
lacerating scream, followed by the sound of a childlike voice chanting:
“Bad love. Bad love. Don’t give me the bad love.” For Alex
Delaware the tape is the first intimation that he is about to enter a living
nightmare. Others soon follow: disquieting laughter echoing over a
phone line that suddenly goes dead, and a chilling act of trespass and
vandalism. He has become the target of a carefully orchestrated
campaign of vague threats and intimidation rapidly building to a
crescendo as harassment turns to terror, mischief to madness. “A
wonderful, roller-coaster ride . . . a guaranteed page-turner.”—USA
Today With the help of his friend, LAPD detective Milo Sturgis, Alex
uncovers a series of violent deaths that may follow a diabolical pattern.
And if he fails to decipher the twisted logic of the stalker’s mind
games, Alex will be the next to die.
The Golem of Hollywood Dark Horse Comics
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Jonathan
Kellerman's Guilt. NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER LAPD
homicide detective Milo Sturgis summons his friend psychologist-
sleuth Alex Delaware to a trendy gallery where a promising young
artist has been brutally garroted on the night of her first major
showing. The details of the murder scene immediately suggest to
Alex not an impulsive crime of passion but the meticulous and
taunting modus operandi of a serial killer. “No one does
psychological suspense as well as Jonathan Kellerman.”—Detroit

Free Press Delaware’s suspicions are borne out when he and Milo
find a link between the artist’s death and the murder of a noted
blues guitarist. The twisting trail leads from halfway houses to
palatial mansions, from a college campus to the last place Alex ever
expected: the doorstep of his ex-lover Robin Castagna. As more
killings are discovered, unraveling the maddening puzzle assumes a
chilling new importance—stopping a vicious psychopath who’s
made cold-blooded murder his chosen art form.
Bad Love Ballantine Books
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A resourceful runaway alone
in the wilds of Los Angeles, twelve-year-old Billy Straight suddenly
witnesses a brutal stabbing in Griffith Park. Fleeing into the night,
Billy cannot shake the horrific memory of the savage violence, nor
the pursuit of a cold-blooded killer. For wherever Billy
turns—from Hollywood Boulevard to the boardwalks of
Venice—he is haunted by the chuck, chuck sound of a knife
sinking into flesh. “Taut, compelling . . . Everything a thriller
ought to be. The writing is excellent. The plotting is superior. The
characters ring true.”—USA Today As LAPD homicide detective
Petra Connor desperately searches for the murderer, as the media
swarms mercilessly around the story, the vicious madman stalks
closer to his prey. Only Petra can save Billy. But it will take all her
cunning to uncover a child lost in a fierce urban labyrinth—where
a killer seems right at home.
Silent Partner Ballantine Books
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The daughter of a diplomat disappears on
a school field trip—lured into the Santa Monica Mountains and killed in cold
blood. Her father denies the possibility of a political motive. There are no signs
of struggle and no evidence of sexual assault, leaving psychologist Alex
Delaware and his friend LAPD homicide detective Milo Sturgis to pose the
essential question: Why? “Feverish in pace and rich in characters . . . a
chilling and irresistible thriller.”—People Working with Daniel Sharavi, a
brilliant Israeli police inspector, Delaware and Sturgis soon find themselves
ensnared in one of the darkest, most menacing cases of their careers. And
when death strikes again, it is Alex who must go undercover, alone, to expose
an unthinkable conspiracy of self-righteous brutality and total contempt for
human life.
Blood Test Random House Digital, Inc.
When a cancer patient Dr. Delaware was called in to evaluate
disappears, he searches for answers in this thrilling second novel in the
New York Times bestselling Alex Delaware series. Dr. Alexander
Delaware, a child psychologist in Los Angeles, is called in to evaluate the
case of a leukemia patient whose parents want to discontinue
chemotherapy. When the boy disappears from the hospital and his
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parents are found dead, the only leads are the boy's sensual older sister
and a holistic-meditative cult called The Touch. Delaware's search for
the child takes him to a small town near the Mexican border where he
finally unearths the dark secrets kept by the boy's family and the
townspeople. He also uncovers drugs and group sex in the commune
and survives a few harrowing attempts on his life. (Particularly well-
drawn is a failed assassination at the tale's end, which has intriguing
mythic echoes.) As in his praised first novel, When the Bough Breaks,
Kellerman draws on his experience as a clinical psychologist to enrich
and broaden his considerable storytelling talents. Imbued with a vivid
sense of place and featuring a strong supporting cast, including Milo
Sturgis, Delaware's burly gay detective friend, this second adventure
points happily toward an Alex Delaware series.
Serpentine Ballantine Books
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE � NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER � The epic, beloved novel of two boy geniuses dreaming up
superheroes in New York’s Golden Age of comics, now with special bonus
material by the author—soon to be a Showtime limited series “It's absolutely
gosh-wow, super-colossal—smart, funny, and a continual pleasure to
read.”—The Washington Post Book World Named one of the 10 Best
Books of the Decade by Entertainment Weekly � Finalist for the
PEN/Faulkner Award, National Book Critics Circle Award, and Los Angeles
Times Book Prize A “towering, swash-buckling thrill of a book”
(Newsweek), hailed as Chabon’s “magnum opus” (The New York
Review of Books), The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay is a triumph
of originality, imagination, and storytelling, an exuberant, irresistible novel
that begins in New York City in 1939. A young escape artist and budding
magician named Joe Kavalier arrives on the doorstep of his cousin, Sammy
Clay. While the long shadow of Hitler falls across Europe, America is happily
in thrall to the Golden Age of comic books, and in a distant corner of
Brooklyn, Sammy is looking for a way to cash in on the craze. He finds the
ideal partner in the aloof, artistically gifted Joe, and together they embark on
an adventure that takes them deep into the heart of Manhattan, and the heart
of old-fashioned American ambition. From the shared fears, dreams, and
desires of two teenage boys, they spin comic book tales of the heroic, fascist-
fighting Escapist and the beautiful, mysterious Luna Moth, otherworldly
mistress of the night. Climbing from the streets of Brooklyn to the top of the
Empire State Building, Joe and Sammy carve out lives, and careers, as vivid as
cyan and magenta ink. Spanning continents and eras, this superb book by one
of America’s finest writers remains one of the defining novels of our modern
American age. Winner of the Bay Area Book Reviewers Award and the New
York Society Library Book Award
Twisted Ballantine Books
New York Times bestselling author Faye Kellerman’s beloved Decker
and Lazarus embark on a new life in upstate New York—and find
themselves entangled in deception, intrigue, and murder in picturesque
elite college town. As a detective lieutenant with the LAPD, Peter

Decker witnessed enough ugliness and chaos for a lifetime. Now, he and
his devoted wife Rina Lazarus are ready to enjoy the quiet beauty of
upstate New York, where they can be closer to their four adult children
and their foster son. But working for the Greenbury Police department
isn’t as fulfilling as Decker hoped. While Rina has adapted beautifully
to their new surroundings, Decker is underwhelmed and frustrated by
his new partner, Tyler McAdams, a former Harvard student and young
buck with a bad ‘tude. Just when he thinks he’s made a mistake,
Decker is called to his first real crime here—a possible break-in at the
local cemetery. At first, it seems like a false alarm until it’s discovered
that a mausoleum’s stunning Tiffany panels have been replaced by
forgeries. Then, a coed at one of the exclusive local colleges is brutally
murdered. Poking into the hallowed halls of academia to find a killer,
Decker and McAdams are drawn deep into a web of dark secrets, cold
case crimes, international intrigue, and ruthless people who kill for sport.
Suddenly, the job is anything but boring. This case just might be too
much to handle and Decker will have to draw on every ounce of
experience that he has garnered in the past thirty years as a Homicide
cop. And then again, even that might not be enough!
Joe Golem and the Drowning City Ballantine Books
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER � Don’t miss the excerpt of
Jonathan Kellerman’s The Murderer’s Daughter in the back of
the book! Jonathan Kellerman writes razor-sharp novels that cut to
the quick. Now comes Motive, which pits psychologist Alex
Delaware and homicide cop Milo Sturgis against a vicious criminal
mind—the kind only Kellerman can bring to chilling life. Even
having hundreds of closed cases to his credit can’t keep LAPD
police lieutenant Milo Sturgis from agonizing over the crimes that
don’t get solved—and the victims who go without justice.
Victims like Katherine Hennepin, a young woman strangled and
stabbed in her home. A single suspect with a solid alibi leads to a
dead end—one even Alex Delaware’s expert insight can’t
explain. The only thing to do is move on to the next murder
case—because there’s always a next one. This time the victim is
Ursula Corey: a successful, attractive divorcée who’s been
gunned down—not a robbery but an execution, a crime that
smacks of simple, savage revenge. And along with that theoretical
motive come two strong contenders for the role of perp: the dead
woman’s business partner/ex-husband and her divorce
lawyer/secret lover. But just as Alex and Milo think they’re
zeroing in on the most likely suspect, a bizarre new clue stirs up
eerie echoes of the unsolved Hennepin murder. And the discovery
of yet another crime scene bearing the same taunting signature

raises the specter of a serial killer on a mission, whose twisted
method is exceeded only by his manipulative and cunning
madness. Praise for Motive “Jonathan Kellerman has mastered the
art of lean, evocative prose [in] a series that grows stronger with
each volume.”—New York Journal of Books “One of
[Kellerman’s] best works to date . . . Motive is wonderfully made,
equally well-driven by plot and character, and shouldn’t be
missed.”—Bookreporter “[Motive] will even keep genre
veterans guessing. . . . The twists are both shocking and logical, and
the byplay between the leads entertaining.”—Publishers Weekly
Praise for Jonathan Kellerman “Jonathan Kellerman’s
psychology skills and dark imagination are a potent literary
mix.”—Los Angeles Times “A master of the psychological
thriller.”—People “The combination of Alex Delaware [and]
Detective Milo Sturgis . . . makes for the most original whodunit
duo since Watson and Holmes.”—Forbes
Monster Penguin
" J'ai passé trois jours totalement immergé dans le monde créé par
Jonathan et Jesse Kellerman. Voici un roman brillant, dont on tourne
fiévreusement les pages, et auquel des fondations mythiques donnent une
résonance particulière. Il est le fruit d'une collaboration unique qui fait
mentir l'arithmétique : ici, un plus un égale beaucoup plus que deux. Ce
livre m'a coupé le souffle. " Stephen King Jacob Lev, inspecteur du LAPD et
fils de rabbin, est chargé par une mystérieuse section de " Projets spéciaux
" d'enquêter sur la présence d'une tête, sans corps, dans une maison
abandonnée de la colline d'Hollywood. Sur le plan de travail de la cuisine, le
mot JUSTICE a été gravé en hébreu. Tandis qu'à Prague le Golem,
créature mythique qui aurait été créée au XVIe siècle par le Maharal,
semble s'être réveillé de son long sommeil... Jacob Lev s'embarque dans
un voyage bien éloigné des investigations policières habituelles, qui va le
mener à Oxford et à Prague, mais aussi dans les zones obscures de son
histoire familiale. Jonathan Kellerman est né en 1949 à New York et vit à
Los Angeles avec son épouse, la romancière Faye Kellerman. Psychologue
clinicien spécialisé en pédiatrie, il est l'auteur de plus de trente thrillers
psychologiques traduits dans le monde entier. Il a re�u un Edgar pour Le
Rameau brisé. Jesse Kellerman, leur fils, est né en 1978 à Los Angeles et vit
en Californie. Auteur de cinq romans dont Les Visages, couronné par le
Grand Prix des lectrices de ELLE, il a re�u en 2003 le Princess Grace Award,
attribué au jeune dramaturge le plus prometteur d'Amérique. Traduit de
l'anglais (�tats-Unis) par Julie Sibony
Obsession Reaktion Books
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER � The master of the psychological
thriller makes all the right moves in this new novel of spellbinding suspense.
Even with all his years of experience, LAPD homicide detective Milo Sturgis
knows there are crimes his skill and savvy cannot solve alone. That’s when
he calls on brilliant psychologist Alex Delaware to read between the lines,
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where the darkest motives lurk. And if ever the good doctor’s insight is
needed, it’s at the scene of a murder as baffling as it is brutal. There’s no
spilled blood, no evidence of a struggle, and, thanks to the victim’s missing
face and hands, no immediate means of identification. And no telling why the
disfigured corpse of a stranger has appeared in an upscale L.A. family’s
home. Chet Corvin, his wife, and their two teenage children are certain the
John Doe is unknown to them. Despite that, their cooperation seems guarded.
And that’s more than Milo and Alex can elicit from the Corvins’ creepy
next-door neighbor—a notorious cartoonist with a warped sense of humor
and a seriously antisocial attitude. As the investigation ensues, it becomes clear
that this well-to-do suburban enclave has its share of curious eyes, suspicious
minds, and loose lips. And as Milo tightens the screws on potential persons of
interest—and Alex tries to breach the barriers that guard their deepest
secrets—a strangling web of corrupted love, cold-blooded greed, and shattered
trust is exposed. Though the grass may be greener on these privileged streets,
there’s enough dirt below the surface to bury a multitude of sins. Including
the deadliest. Praise for Night Moves “Exceptionally well-plotted . . .
Newcomers will find this an easy entry point into this long-running
series.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “A taut, procedural thriller . . .
One of the most tightly plotted, tightly written of the Alex Delaware series . . . a
real puzzler . . . Fans of the long-running Delaware series will be thrilled with
this one, and because each book functions just fine as a stand-alone, there’s
nothing keeping new readers from diving in.”—Booklist “Jonathan
Kellerman continues to amaze, dazzle, delight and entertain. . . . Night Moves
is simply the best.”—Bookreporter
Survival of the Fittest St. Martin's Press
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of the acclaimed Alex
Delaware novels and the award-winning #1 international bestselling
author of The Genius combine their extraordinary talents for one of the
most unusual—and unnerving—thrillers of the year. Detective Jacob
Lev has awakened dazed and confused: it appears he picked up a
woman the night before, but can’t remember anything about it. And
then suddenly, she’s gone. Not long after, he’s dispatched to a
murder scene in a house in the Hollywood hills. There is no body, only
a head. And seared into a kitchen counter is a message: the Hebrew
word for justice. Lev is about to embark on an odyssey—through Los
Angeles, London, and Prague, through the labyrinthine mysteries of a
grotesque ancient legend, and most of all, through himself. All that he
has believed to be true will be upended. And not only his world, but the
world itself, will be changed.
True Detectives Ballantine Books
In this pulse-pounding new novel from #1 "New York Times" bestselling
author Kellerman, psychologist Alex Delaware and LAPD Detective Milo
Sturgis search the past for clues to a crime that may or may not be real. Now
available in a tall Premium Edition.
True Detectives Simon and Schuster
In 1925, earthquakes and a rising sea level left Lower Manhattan
submerged under more than thirty feet of water, so that its residents

began to call it the Drowning City. Those unwilling to abandon their
homes created a new life on streets turned to canals and in buildings
whose first three stories were underwater. Fifty years have passed since
then, and the Drowning City is full of scavengers and water rats, poor
people trying to eke out an existence, and those too proud or stubborn
to be defeated by circumstance. Among them are fourteen-year-old
Molly McHugh and her friend and employer, Felix Orlov. Once upon a
time Orlov the Conjuror was a celebrated stage magician, but now he is
an old man, a psychic medium, contacting the spirits of the departed for
the grieving loved ones left behind. When a seance goes horribly wrong,
Felix Orlov is abducted by strange men wearing gas masks and rubber
suits, and Molly soon finds herself on the run. Her flight will lead her
into the company of a mysterious man, and his stalwart sidekick, Joe
Golem, whose own past is a mystery to him, but who walks his own
dreams as a man of stone and clay, brought to life for the sole purpose of
hunting witches.
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